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WASHINGTON: Donald Trump gave himself kudos for
the creation of 8,000 new US jobs by a Japanese tech
mogul, saying it was proof of “the spirit and the hope”
stirred by his presidential win. But for those particular
jobs, Trump was basically taking a bow for the second
time. The jobs were part of a public commitment made
on December 6 by Masayoshi Son upon emerging from
the elevator bank at Trump Tower after a meeting with
Trump. Son pledged that companies controlled by his
firm SoftBank would invest $50 billion in the United
States and create 50,000 jobs.

On Wednesday, Trump celebrated the planned cre-
ation of 5,000 jobs by wireless carrier Sprint and 3,000 jobs
by OneWeb both companies where Son is a dominant
investor. Speaking from the front door of his Mar-a-Lago
resort in Florida, Trump did not outright mention Son’s
previous commitment but used the opportunity once
again to declare a victory for US workers. Although 8,000
jobs_on their own are unlikely to dramatically move the
needle toward the faster economic growth he has prom-
ised, the Trump transition team treated the jobs as a pre-
view of things to come. “This is just the tip of the iceberg,”
spokesman Sean Spicer told reporters Thursday.

Ever the dealmaker, Trump has actively courted and
shamed companies. The president-elect has pushed
defense contractors Boeing and Lockheed-Martin to
reduce their costs via his Twitter account, while he ful-
filled a campaign promise by preserving 800 jobs at the
Carrier furnace plant in Indianapolis that were previously
bound for Mexico.

With the Sprint and OneWeb announcement, there
may be slightly less than meets the eye. There is one clear
winner, though: Son, worth an estimated $19 billion. Since
the presidential election, Sprint stock has soared roughly
40 percent. Son’s SoftBank controls 83 percent of the
Kansas-based carrier. Here are some more facts about the
SoftBank commitment.

Are all of Sprint’s pledged jobs at the company?
No. Of the 5,000 jobs Sprint said it would create or

bring back to the United States in its upcoming fiscal year,
some would be at outside contractors. The jobs will help
“support” its customer service and sales teams, among
other divisions at the company. Details about pay and
benefits are being finalized, according to Sprint.

The company also said it will discuss with business
partners, states and cities about where to create these
jobs- but a spokeswoman told The Associated Press that it
will not receive any federal, state or local government
incentives for adding these positions. Still, Sprint will likely
have fewer workers than when Son’s firm SoftBank
acquired a controlling stake in 2013. Sprint has shed about
9,000 employees since 2012; it now employs roughly
30,000, according to annual reports.

What are the 3,000 new jobs at OneWeb?
Son’s SoftBank invested $1 billion this month in

OneWeb, which is building a network of satellites to pro-
vide broadband internet. The investment will help finance
the construction of a factory in Florida that could produce
15 satellites a week, generating 3,000 engineering, manu-
facturing and support jobs over the next four years,
according to a December 19 statement. Son linked his
investment to meeting with Trump.

“Earlier this month I met with President-elect Trump
and shared my commitment to investing and creating
jobs in the US,” he said in a statement about the invest-
ment. “This is the first step in that commitment.”

Who are the big winners?
In addition to those who get hired for the new jobs, a

clear victor is Masayoshi Son. Trump twice praised the
Japanese billionaire in December, signaling that Son
might as well have a direct line to the White House. This
could be helpful for Son’s other business plans. Under the
Obama administration, he saw a marquee deal to merge
Sprint with rival T-Mobile fail. Regulators opposed com-
bining two of the four largest mobile telecom companies
in the United States. Analysts say a Trump administration
would be more likely to approve telecom mergers. The
exposure with Trump has already been lucrative for Son.
Before the election, Sprint stock was trading for less than it
did after SoftBank acquired the company. —AP
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LONDON: Most world stocks markets
are set to finish 2016 in positive territory
despite shock votes in Britain and the
United States, but 2017 is clouded by
looming European elections and Brexit.
London’s FTSE 100 has gained almost 14
percent over the year, while Frankfurt’s
DAX 30 added about 6.4 percent and
the Paris CAC 40 won 4.1 percent. All
three indices dipped Friday on the final
trading day of 2016, with London due to
close at 1230 GMT.

This year witnessed a wave of anti-
establishment populism, which saw
Britain vote for its EU exit and the United
States elect maverick billionaire busi-
nessman Donald Trump as president.
Both unexpected outcomes sparked a
brief tumble on global equity markets-
but many have since staged a stunning
recovery to finish 2016 in the black.
Britons voted on June 23 to exit the
European Union, sparking markets
chaos and sending the pound collapsing
against the euro and dollar.

FTSE sparkles
However, London’s FTSE has since

soared to end the year in record-break-
ing form, as the British economy
shrugged off the impact of impending
Brexit. Prime Minister Theresa May has
vowed to trigger the two-year EU exit
process by the end of next March. “Fears
of an imminent UK recession following
Brexit proved wide of the mark thanks
largely to the resilience of consumer
spending,” NFS Macro analyst Nick
Stamenkovic told AFP. “Indeed, Brexit
was viewed as a local rather than global
issue, prompting a sharp turnaround in
the fortunes of world stock markets.”

Markets also briefly tanked on

November 9 after Republican Trump
defeated Democrat market favourite
Hillary Clinton to capture the White
House. Yet Wall Street has since enjoyed
a blockbuster run with the Dow Jones
Industrial Average now on the cusp of
20,000 points. New York has been
boosted by expectations that Trump-
who will be inaugurated on January 20
— will honor election pledges to ramp
up infrastructure spending, cut taxes
and boost businesses.

“Rising optimism over possible tax
reforms, increased infrastructure spend-
ing and reduced regulation have provid-
ed a spur for Wall Street-but there is a
risk of disappointment once Trump
becomes president in January 2017,”
cautioned Stamenkovic. The advent of
Brexit and Trump has now thrown the
spotlight onto upcoming European
elections. The Netherlands heads to the
polls in March, followed by France in
May, and Germany in the autumn.

Rise of populism
“Populism is the rising mood of the

moment,” London Capital Group analyst
Ipek Ozkardeskaya told AFP. “Not only in
the UK, but across Europe and the
world. “Brexit will remain on the head-
lines in 2017, yet of course as the picture
will get clearer, investors and markets
will find it easier to take a direction.”
There are fears that the current wave of
populism in Europe could provide a
boost to far-right leader Marine Le Pen
in France.

“Change is afoot within politics (with)
voters prepared to dare try something
different, tired of the status quo,” noted
Accendo Markets analyst Mike van
Dulken. “Fears of the end of the world-

from a Chinese hard landing, Brexit and
Trump-have failed to materialize.”
German Chancellor Angela Merkel is
however widely expected to win polls
set for September.

“In 2017, the main focus will be elec-
tions in France and Germany,” added
VTB Capital analyst Neil MacKinnon.
“Voters are likely to reject further fiscal
austerity and push back against further
super-state integration,” he predicted.
He added that Europe’s equity markets
were also lifted this year by the
European Central Bank. The ECB
embarked on an unprecedented stimu-
lus programme to drive up lending and
inflation in the euro area.

MacKinnon also highlighted the
region’s banking problem after the ECB
called for Italian lender Monte dei Paschi
di Siena (BMPS) to receive a bailout of
8.8 billion euros ($9.2 billion). “The
longer term challenge of bank recapital-
isation and restructuring in the euro-
zone area persists,” he warned. In for-
eign exchange, many economists pre-
dict the euro could slump to parity
against the dollar next year, aided by
the Federal Reserve’s hawkish stance on
interest rates.

The Fed’s bullish outlook this month
pushed the dollar to 10-month yen
highs and sent it heading towards parity
with the euro for the first time since
2002. In Asia yesterday, Tokyo retreated
again but Hong Kong rallied as Asian
markets brought down the curtain on a
volatile year. Japan’s Nikkei rose 0.42
percent in 2016, marking the fifth con-
secutive annual increase.  Shanghai
slumped more than 12 percent on the
back of massive capital flight and a lan-
guishing yuan currency. — AFP 
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LONDON: This file photo taken on February 18, 2016 shows traders operating in the Ring, the open trading floor of the
new London Metal Exchange (LME) in central London.  —AFP 


